A CERTAIN KIND OF MADNESS: ON THE FOUNDATIONS
OF EDUCATION, COMPARATIVE AND OTHERWISE
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The concept of "truth" as something dependent
upon facts largely outside human control has been
one of the ways in which philosophy hitherto has
inculcated the necessary element of humility.
When this check upon pride is removed, a further
step is taken on the road towards a certain kind of
madness-the intoxication of power ... to which
modern men, whether philosophers or not, are
prone. I am persuaded that this intoxication which,
however unintentionally, contributes to it is increasing the danger of vast social disaster.I
Bertrand Russell, in his critique
of John Dewey
Conscious purpose, which seeks to attain specific
ends, is so much a part of modern life that we
generally do not question its validity. Everyday we
go about acting our purposes while participating in
institutions that are established with certain goals
in mind. To have no clear goals, to have no clear
purposes, is simply unthinkable.
Conscious purpose is at the foundation of
educational endeavors throughout the world today.
Jn schools, great efforts are made to develop in
children skills that help them to determine and
accomplish, in a rational manner, their own
purposes within the framework of their social
order. The influential liberal educational philosopher John Dewey believed that education ought
to promote the disposition to form and to act upon
purposes in an intelligent manner; he identified
. " . . . freedom with power to frame purposes and
execute or carry into effect purposes so framed.''2
Modern systems of education throughout the
world, whether they are communist, socialist,
capitalist, all have large bureaucracies that are
deliberately created to undertake specific purposes.
Curricula and courses of studies are worked out to
achieve certain deliberate ends, while teachers are
encouraged to determine specific objectives in their
approaches to children and then to carry them out
using appropriate effective techniques. Much of
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educational research is devoted to the search for
more efficient methodologies, learning technologies, and programs. Education is imbued with
conscious purpose as a mode of thinking, acting,
and feeling.
Since the dawn of consciousness, man's
purposefulness, coupled with ingenuity, has
produced tools, agriculture, dams, vaccines,
factories, democratic government, and the rest of
technology that we associate with progress. But
today, we are beginning to become aware that
much of this advancement has brought about not
only illusory control over our future but also the
dangerous deterioration of the environment. The
seriousness and complexity of the outcome is put
this way in the Third Report to the Club of Rome.
Our emergence from the Dark Ages of almost total
environmental ignorance has brought with it the
discovery of appalling lacunae in the strategic
knowledge required to address a complex array of
problems. Certainly, the agenda of unanswered
questions is long, and growing. What, for instance,
will be the long term effects on our well-being of
continued exposure to the half million compounds
and poisons which we carelessly dispose of? How
much man-made interference can oxygen and
nitrogen cycles tolerate before breaking down?
What influence do aerosols exert on the ozone
layer, and what will be the effect of supersonic jet
transports? Will the continued pollution of our
air, rivers, lakes, and seas constitute an eventual
limit to the expansion of human activities? Does
increasing thermal pollution represent a bigger
threat to human survival than the continued
generation of carbon dioxide? How will massive
deforestation, caused by the need for firewood, by
overgrazing, urbanization, and commercial timber
exploitation, effect our terrestrial environment
and, ultimately, our planet's atmosphere and climate? And how, above all, do the many and varied
environmental problems interact; are there"syner-
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gisms" which will accelerate our journey towards
the "outer limits"? 3
We know that conscious purpose is intimately
connected to this global environmental crisis. The
development of agriculture-the domestication of
plants and animals-which began about 10,000
years ago wrought profound changes to the environment. Such practices as forest clearance and
overgrazing helped to create large deserts over the
course of the centuries. With the Industrial Revolution, damage to natural climax ecological systems
has accelerated at an unprecedented rate in the last
200 years. The disappearance of many plant and
animal species is symptomatic of a severe breakdown of our delicate environment as a life-support
system. As more nations, such as China with its
huge population, join the industrialization and
nuclear bandwagons, the environmental pressures
will continue to increase.
Gregory Bateson, a profound thinker and
scientist, in considering the ecological crisis, has
proposed that conscious purpose itself has brought
about the disastrous condition. It is not merely
some particular purposes or some means taken to
realize those purposes {such as wars, automobiles,
or pesticides) that have led to the crisis, but also
conscious purpose itself. Conscious purpose always
tends to create disruptions in homeostatic systems,
such as the world ecosystem.
This shocking assertion deserves great consideration, since if true, which I suspect it is, would
generate a complete rethinking of the basic
premises of contemporary culture including the
philosophical underpinnings of what we do in
education. Conscious purpose, democratically
formulated, using scientific intelligence, has been a
fundamental idea in our conception of how to
educate the new generations. This essay, then, will
briefly sketch out Bateson's reasonmg in his
discussion of the pathological aspects of conscious
purpose.
Dewey assumed that through the use of
intelligence and the continual evaluation of
experience, the community of man could adapt to
the inevitable changes in its environment and could
have greater deliberate control over its future.
Bateson argues, however, that our conscious
intellect is a poor tool for long-range evolutionary
adaptation because it is inherently insensitive to
the complexity of ecological systems. Conscious
purpose oversimplifies by thinking in terms of
lineal sequences of causes and effects. The
structure of ecosystems is such that it is a
complicated network of pathways and linkages,

connected in circular fashion; conscious purpose
provides a distorted caricature of this structure and
process.
Our conscious sampling of data will not disclose
whole circuits but only arcs of circuits, cut off from
their matrix by our selective attention. Specifically
the attempt to achieve a change in a given variable,
located either in self or environment, is likely to be
undertaken without comprehension of the
homeostatic network surrounding that variable.4
Conscious purpose is indeed effective in altering
the environment and may work to produce specific
desirable outcomes (like the elimination of a
disease) but at the same time may produce
unanticipated side effects (like overpopulation)
many years later. Like in W.W. Jacob's story, Tht>
Mo11kt-1/5 Pnw, where, after the father makes a wish
for w~alth, a worker brings consolation money
from the company in which his son has had a fatal
accident, we are never fully aware of what
undesirable and irreversible side effects will
emanate from our purposes. The potential for ugly
side effects is greater as increasingly powerful
technology is brought to the aid of our purposes.
Unaided consciousness must always tend toward
hate; not only because it is good common sense to
exterminate the other fellow, but for the more
profound reason that, seeing only arcs of circuits,
the individu.11 is continually surprised and necess.irily ,ingered when his h.irdhe.ided policies return
to plague the inventor.·'
Bateson also points out that modern society
today is characterized by many institutions which
have the single purpose of maximizing themselves:
business corporations, trusts, political parties,
unions, nations, bureaucracies (and possibly
universities and schools).
In biological fact, these entities are precisely not
persons and are not even aggregates of whole persons. They are aggregates of 1mrls of persons. When
Mr. Smith enters the board room of his company,
he is expected to limit his thinking narrowly to the
specific purposes of the company or to those of that
part of the company which he "represents." Mercifully it is not entirely possible for him to do this
and some company decisions are influenced by
considerations which spring from wider and wiser
parts of mind. But ideally, Mr. Smith is expected to
act as pure, uncorrected consciousness-a dehumanized creature.b
The maximization of any one variable in a
homeostatic system disrupts the balance of the
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system, since homeostasis involves optimization of
all variables in relationship to each other.
Conscious purpose tends towards maximization,
rather than optimization, since other variables are
either ignored or dismissed. In the same fashion,
individuals when only acting as ''parts" of persons
not only tend towards creating imbalances in the
larger system of which they are a part, but also
tends towards pathological conditions themselves.
The insanity induced in the ecosystem is reflected
also in the neuroses of the individual.
Even without purposefulness, consciousness in
itself provides limited and selected information
about self and its relationship to the environment
(the self is, after all, a part of the ecosystem). The
limitation is inherent, since the "screen of consciousness" cannot report on itself those processes that
provide the screen unless new components are
added to do that job. But then, these new process
components must in turn be included in the report,
which again requires that still more process
components are added, and so on, ad infillil11m.
Bateson's argument seems isomorphic to the
famous mathematical theorem by Godel which
demonstrates the inherent incompleteness of all
postulate systems-unless they accept inconsistency.
Of course, the wholt of the mind could not be
reported in a prtrl of the mind. This follows logically
from the relationship between part and whole. The
television screen does not give you total coverage
or report of the events which occur in the whole
television process; and this not merely because the
viewers would not be interested in such a report
but because to report on any extra part of the total
process would require extra circuitry. To report
on the events in this extra circuitry would require
a still further addition of more circuitry, and so on.
Each additional step toward increased consciousness will take the system farther from total
consciousness. To add a report on events in a given
part of the machine will actually dmtrtst the percentage of total events reported.1
Since man is only a part of the global ecosystem,
it further follows that his consciousness of the
whole is forever incomplete; we are dependent on
the ecosystem, but without a full understanding of
the complete workings of the system . This
assertion takes on the nature of a religious
premise, that of reverence and respect, as well as
one on which the biological and human science of
ecology is based. Anthropologist Roy Rappaport
brings together the relationship between sacredness and ecology:
18

Increased knowledge of the elements regulated by
lower order controls, and the relations among
them, does not necessarily, or perhaps even usually, lead to more effective regulation. The temptation to meddle, to subfect directly to a higher
order control the variables ordinarily regulated by
lower order controls, probably increases with
increased knowledge. But a little bit of knowledge
is a dangerous thing. An awareness of the principles of homeostasis does not supply the details
of any particular homeostasis, and knowledge of
some of the details does not provide knowledge of
all. A number of attempts at ecosystem regulation
by men informed by some, but apparently insuf·
ficient, knowledge of the systems to be regulated
have ended disastrously. It could be argued that
increased knowledge of ecosystems results in
decreased respect for them, and thus leads men to
be guilty of, and subsequently to be punished for,
what might be called ecological hubris. It is perhaps
the case that bwu•lerlgr u11/I ru11rr /rt rtblr lo rep/nu rtspec/
i11 mr111's rlr11li11gs w1/lr mrlo,1?ic11l syslfms, for, as we have
already observed, the ecological systems in which
man participates are likely to be so complex that
he may never have sufficient comprehension of
their content and structure to permit him to predict
the outcome of many of his own acts. Any theory
foi:- acting in systems which the actor doesn' t
understand must include a large measure of respect
for endogenous regulation.e
Respect for the larger ecological patterns of
which we are a part acts as a corrective to the
excesses of conscious purpose. Bateson points out
that the relationship of interpersonal love
embodies this respect between persons, and

While the unconscious does not contain information concerning ecological systems, the structure
of the total mind, of which the unconscious and
affective are parts, resembles that of ecological
systems, whereas the structure of consciousness
alone does not. Thus analogues of ecological
systems constructed from the materials of the non
rational as well as the rational have a "structural
wisdom" that analogues built from consciousness
alone would not likely possess.10
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persons themselves are also ecological entities.
Love and respect are relationships that remove
consciousness from the distorted realms of
purposefulness, of manipulation and contrivance.
Martin Buber has classified interpersonal relationships in a relevant manner. He differentiates
"I-Thou" relations from "I-It" relations, defining
the latter as the normal pattern of interaction
between man and inanimate objects. The "I-It"
relationship he also regards as characteristic of
human relations wherever purpose is more important than love. But if the complex cybernetic
structure of societies and ecosystems is in some
degree analogous to animation, then it would
follow that an "I-Thou" relationship is conceivable
between man and his society or ecosystem.0

Bateson proposes that music, dance, poetry, art,
when they gracefully blend in the unconscious
with consciousness provide a corrective to the
narrow flattened-out view that purposefulness
projects; art (not propaganda or fashion masquerading as art) transcends a contrived, manipulated
quality without labeling itself so. Like the organism's relationship to the larger ecosystem,
consciousness has an analogous relationship to the
unconsciousness, which includes the material of
dreams (non-digitally coded "information," nonprose, non-logical, the metaphoric, the analogic).
Rappaport considers the unconscious as having a
structure that has the potential for providing
"wisdom" which is sensitivity and awareness of the
complex circuit structure of living systems; the
esthetic is a basic foundation for our understanding of ecosystems.
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